
Idaho FFA Rangeland Assessment Event
Management Scenario- Fall 2011

The map below depicts a small allotment managed by the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The allotment is 
located in southern Idaho on a gravelly bench below 
Forest Service Land. The allotment includes 3 pastures

The allotment is permitted for grazing of 124 beef 
cattle with calves (Animal Unit Equivalent or AUE = 
1.1) which graze the allotment from June 1st through 
October 15th.Forest Service Land.  The allotment includes 3 pastures 

grazed in a deferred rotation system so that a different 
pasture is deferred from spring grazing each year.

This allotment is part of a wild horse management unit 
and the stocking rate for livestock is reduced to 
accommodate a small group of feral horses.
A group of 12 feral horses (Animal Unit Equivalent or 
AUE = 1.25) graze on the allotment from May 15th

October 15 . 
The greatest concern on the allotment is the 
degraded condition of the riparian area around the 
perennial stream in the Wild Horse Pasture.  The site 
is heavily used by the feral horses during the grazing 
season. And during hunting season, hunters create 
hunting camps along the stream which causes 
compaction and stream bank degradation.AUE  1.25) graze on the allotment from May 15

though October 31st.
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Calcareous Loamy Ecological Site - 65% of total area. This site is dominated by black sagebrush with 
native bunchgrasses between the shrubs. Recent assessments reveal that this site is  in good condition 
with composition close to the potential natural state for this site. The recommended stocking rate for this 
site is 3.25 acres per AUM.

Silty Loam Ecological Site - 30% of total area. This site has a loamy soil and is dominated by 
native bunch grasses and  big sage brush.  The site is in relatively high ecological condition but 
small patches of cheatgrass have been noted in the last decade.  The recommended stocking 

t f thi it i 2 75 AUMrate for this site is 2.75 acres per AUM.

Deep Loam Ecological Site - 5% of total area. The deep soil on this ecological site allow for 
abundant grasses including Great Basin Wildrye.  The riparian area along the stream is highly 
degraded. Recommended stocking rate for this site is 2.22 acres per AUM.



Stocking Rate and Management Recommendations ‐ ANSWERS

** Round to nearest pound or AUMS
** This problem is easier to do with AUM’s  and convert to AUM by multiplying by 750 
pounds because there are 750 pound in an AUMp s b s th p
Supply of usable forage =  522,000 pounds OR 696  AUMs 

Forage demand = 522,000  pounds OR 696  AUMs
** just need pounds or AUMS – this problem is easier to do with AUM’s 
Determine if the stocking rate is appropriate for the site. (Check appropriate box; 10 pts)

Decrease Stocking Rate Increase Stocking Rate Keep Rate the SameDecrease Stocking Rate   Increase Stocking Rate Keep Rate the Same
** Demand is equal or within 5% of Supply of usable forage

Show Calculations: 

Supply Total acreage of ranch 640+750+710 = 2100 acres
Calcareous Loamy Site = 2100 acres × 65% of area = 1365 acres ÷ 3.25 ac/AUM = 420 AUMs
Silty Loam Site= 2100 acres × 30% of area = 630 acres ÷ 2.75 ac/AUM = 229.09 AUMs
D L Sit 2100 % f 10 2 22 /AUM 4 0 AUMDeep Loam Site= 2100 acres × 5% of area = 105 acres ÷ 2.22 ac/AUM = 47.30 AUMs

Total AUMs = 420 + 229.09 + 47.30 = 696 AUM × 750 lbs/AUM = 522,000 pounds

Demand:
• Cows = 124 cows with calves  × 1.1 AUE = 136.4 AU × 4.5 months = 613.8 AUM
• Feral Horses = 12 horses × 1.25 AUE = 15 AU × 5.5 months = 82.5 AUM
== Total AUMs 613.8+82.5= 696 AUM × 750 lbs/AUM = 522,000 lbs
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Choose management activities that apply to this site (Select all that apply; 4 pts each and 40 pts total)

Add a fence to control wild horses 
and camping

Defer from spring grazing Control brush, trees, or weeds
Rest from grazing for a growing season  Seed or interseed with adapted species
Install a rotation grazing system  Reduce human recreation activities on the site
Add or revise fencing  Manage for endangered species 
Develop additional water sites Change salt location


